
 

1 SUMMARY 

1.1 In June 2016, a report went to Council outlining progress towards a City Deal 
for Stirling. This report provides a further update on that progress, focussing 
particularly on the 2016/17 capital spend on projects and on the ongoing 
marketing and communications activity around the programme.  

1.2 Since the June update, Council officers have continued to communicate with 
civil servants of both Scottish and UK Governments on the detail of our 
business cases. The quality and deliverability of the business cases has been 
commended by both. 

1.3 Lobbying continues for Stirling’s City Deal to raise the profile of Stirling’s bid 
and to gain widespread support for our City Deal Programme. This included a 
cross party delegation visiting Westminster in September to discuss our bid 
with Scotland Office Ministers. 

1.4 As a further part of this lobbying a parliamentary reception is planned to take 
place at the Scottish Parliament on 29 November 2016.  

1.5 A significant communications campaign to raise the profile of Stirling’s bid, 
locally nationally and internationally, has been running alongside this activity 
to ensure the widest possible awareness and support is gained for Stirling’s 
bid.  

2 OFFICER RECOMMENDATION(S) 

2.1 The Council agrees to note progress on Stirling’s City Deal Programme in 
relation to the capital spend programme for 2016/17 and communications 
activity. 
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3 CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 In April 2016, a capital spend programme was agreed to progress an initial 
phase of works relating to Stirling’s City Deal. This included a budget 
allocation of £2.178m for 2016/17 (£2m allocation for project support plus 
£178k carry-forward from the City Infrastructure budget from 2015/16). The 
intent of the allocation was to provide immediate benefits within the scope of 
the programme for rural and city areas of Stirling, and support current 
economic development and inward investment opportunities.  

3.2 Subsequently, a more detailed project scope and allocations were agreed at 
the Finance and Economy Committee in June 2016. This included: £275k for 
The City Park, £500k for the Digital District, £250k for Mercat Cross 
Regeneration, £500k for the Harbour Quarter, £450k for the River Project, 
£150k for Rural Projects and £150k for Marketing and Branding. 

3.3 Positive progress is being made on all these projects to deliver visible 

development and benefits right across the Stirling area by the end of this 

financial year. These are detailed in the paragraphs 3.4 – 3.10 below. 

3.4 The City Park 

We are kick-starting activity associated with the City Park in 2016/17. 
Focussing on the development of path networks within Kings Park and the 
Back Walk areas, improvements within the events field to support those 
events which have been attracted to Stirling to take place during 2017 and 
interactive signage to promote and enhance tourism. The work builds on the 
detailed masterplans developed in partnership with the Friends of Kings Park 
and Kings Park Community Council to enhance the existing path networks 
and improve accessibility and connectivity. Works will commence from 
November 2016 and be completed by March 2017. 

3.5 Digital District  

Work is underway to enable the launch of Stirling’s first digital hub in January 
2017. The new use of the Municipal Buildings, strategically located in the 
heart of the city, will begin the transformation of Stirling, attracting dynamic 
digital businesses and beginning the programme to establish Stirling as the 
UK’s leading coding city. The use of this building will also promote shared 
work space for individuals to learn new skills and collaborate on new ideas. 
Works commence in November 2016, with businesses beginning to operate 
from this hub by January 2017. 

3.6 Rural Projects  

• To ensure that the benefits of the programme reach all areas of Stirling, 
this initial work will focus on the development of interactive signage to 
promote and enhance tourism and a digital hub. Delivery will take place 
from January 2017 when works commence to install the signage across 5 
areas of Stirling. Six Digital Smart Screens will be delivered in key rural 
locations across rural Stirling. The first phase will include Dunblane, 
Callander, Aberfoyle, Killearn, Killin and Tyndrum (subject to power and 
IT). These will provide an interactive touchscreen experience providing 
tourism information, transport information and local business information 
designed to support a significantly enhanced visitor. 



• A Rural Hub project is also being developed. This project will provide the 
first of the rural digital and business hubs. Linked to the Digital Hub in 
Stirling City this will provide flexible space and access to resources within 
the communities. The first hub will be in Dunblane, within the Burgh 
Chambers. The project is progressing well with the community and key 
stakeholders to ensure this and will be delivered before March 2017. 

3.7 Marketing and Branding  

A marketing and branding framework, resource and materials is being put in 
place. The aim of this is to promote the programme, secure inward 
investment and support economic development. A contractor (Maguires) has 
been appointed and will undertake stakeholder engagement to inform the final 
visual identity and messaging framework for Stirling. This output will be used 
to unify Stirling’s messaging – which is essential in delivering a strong and 
successful place identity. The new branding will then be rolled out in a series 
of innovative marketing campaigns designed to inspire and engage local 
communities and businesses to positively promote Stirling to external 
audiences. The marketing campaigns will then begin in January 2017 to align 
with the delivery of the projects, support economic growth and sector 
promotion and support an exciting events calendar for 2017. Further 
information will be shared with members as the framework is developed. 

3.8 Harbour Quarter  

Work is underway to facilitate the early development phases of the Civic 
Centre, National Tartan Centre, Third Sector Innovation Hub and digital 
signage in 2016/17. This is the beginning of works to deliver a range of high 
profile linked projects to create a new and exciting area of the city and will 
also support and maximise the impact of The Engine Shed which is under 
construction by Historic and Environment Scotland. 

3.9 Mercat Cross Regeneration  

Significant consultation with those living and working in the Mercat Cross and 
City Centre area has taken place to determine how this allocation is spent. 
The schemes proposed relate to market pods, Darnley Street Park, public 
realm and lighting improvements. Public realm works will commence in 
January 2017. Skills Academies linked to the new sector opportunities will 
also be sited in this part of the city. Programmes to support people into a 
variety of employment opportunities will emerge from new areas such as 
coding but also in traditional skills such as boatbuilding and stonemasonry. 
Forth Valley College, Stirling University, Historic Environment Scotland and 
Codebase are all eager partners in making this successful.  

 

 

 

 

 



3.10 River Project  

Stabilising and reinstating the Old Harbour Wall in Riverside will ensure that a 
key part of Stirling’s industrial heritage is secured for the future, and will 
provide a key site from which to develop the wider aspirations for the river. 
Once the harbour is repaired, it will provide the opportunity for small river craft 
to moor in Stirling. Planning consent for the construction of the new wall has 
now been granted. Consultants have been appointed to undertake the design 
of the wall and Balfour Beatty have been procured through the SCAPE 
framework as contractor.  Ground investigation works are underway.  The 
local community and key stakeholders are being kept up to date as this 
project develops. It is anticipated that the repair works will begin in 
November/December 2016 and will be complete by March 2017. 

3.11 To support the capital programme spend and in preparation for taking full 
advantage of the opportunities that may come from any future City Deal, 
officers from across the Council continue to engage with communities, 
businesses and public partners right across the area. This engagement is to 
fully explore and identify all opportunities for economic growth, regeneration 
and community benefit that can be instigated or enhanced by any City Deal 
coming online. 

3.12 To support this work and to help drive the communications agenda around 
the City Deal programme forward, a working group has been established 
involving communications professionals from a range of organisations 
supporting Stirling’s bid. This includes businesses based in Stirling, and 
others drawn from sectors such as higher and further education, SEPA and 
Visit Scotland. The main functions of the group are to help support and 
promote the programme, and ensure key messages, publicity, branding and 
marketing are joined up, effective, widely shared and understood.  

3.13 A wide variety of platforms and initiatives are being used to publicise and 
build support for the Stirling City Deal bid but of particular importance is the 
Stirling Pledge. Launched in early August to encourage people to back 
Stirling’s City Deal bid, to date 1300 signatures have been collected both 
online and in print. 

3.14 More information is provided at Appendix 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4 POLICY/RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS 

Policy Implications   

Equality Impact Assessment Yes 

Strategic Environmental Assessment Yes 

Serving Stirling  Yes 

Single Outcome Agreement Yes 

Diversity (age, disability, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation) Yes 

Sustainability (community, economic, environmental) Yes 

Effect on Council’s green house gas emissions 
Decrease   

Strategic/Service Plan Yes 

Existing Policy or Strategy Yes 

Risk Yes 

Resource Implications  

Financial Yes 

People Yes 

Land and Property or IT Systems Yes 

Consultations  

Internal or External Consultations Yes 

 

Equality Impact Assessment   

4.1 The contents of this report were considered under the Council’s Equality 
Impact Assessment process and the Equality Impact Assessment undertaken 
has determined that a positive impact is anticipated in respect of age and 
poverty reduction. The EQIA is attached as Appendix 2. 

Strategic Environmental Assessment   

4.2 This report relates to a Programme and it was determined that a full Strategic 
Environmental Assessment was not required.  The scoping stage is 
completed and full assessment is underway. Members will be briefed on the 
outcome of the assessment once finalised.  

Serving Stirling  

4.3 The proposals set out in this report are consistent with the following key 
priorities:- 

Q - Pursue a diverse high wage economy that delivers local jobs for people 
across Stirling and a procurement policy that supports this. 
 
C- Regenerate our most in need communities to deliver a full range of 
positive social, environmental and economic outcomes. 

 
 
 
 
 



Single Outcome Agreement 

4.4 The proposals set out in this report support the following outcomes in the 
Single Outcome Agreement: 

A diverse economy that delivers good quality local jobs.  

Improved opportunities for learning, training and work. 

Other Policy Implications 

4.5 The City Development Framework will work alongside a range of existing and 
updated policies to best effect. These include the Economic Strategy, the 
Local Development Plan, the Local Transport Strategy and the Rural 
Economic Action Plan. 

Resource Implications 

4.6 The Council will be required to agree a resource commitment to the final 
negotiated package of investment. The Council’s current commitment of £2M 
capital funding will be included in this contribution. 

Consultations 

4.7 A wide range of stakeholders, including City Commissioners, communities, 
staff and community planning partners have been engaged in the City 
Development Framework. 

 
 

Tick ( ) to 
confirm and 
add relevant 

initials 

The appropriate Convener(s), Vice Convener(s), Portfolio Holder 
and Depute Portfolio Holder have been consulted on this report 

JB  

NB  
The Chief Executive or Director has been consulted on this report as 
appropriate 

SB  
 

 

5 BACKGROUND PAPERS 

5.1 Report to Council, “City Development Framework”, 10 December 2015. 

5.2 Report to Council, “City Development Framework”, 13 June 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 



6 APPENDICES 

6.1 Appendix 1 - EqIA Relevance Assessment Form. 

6.2 Appendix 2 - EqIA Impact Assessment Form. 

6.3 Appendix 3 - Stirling’s City Deal - Marketing & Communications Update. 
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Appendix 1 

Stirling Council: EqIA Relevance Check (June 2014) 

 
Completing this form will help you determine whether or not an equality impact assessment 
is required and provide a record of your decision.  This is a screening process to help you 
decide if the proposal under consideration requires an EqIA - it is not an EqIA and the 
impact of the proposal will be determined by the EqIA itself. 
 
The Guidance: Equality Impact Assessment Toolkit June 2014 may help when 
completing this form this can be accessed via the following link - 
http://web.stirling.gov.uk/eqia_toolkit.doc 
 
The term proposal used below is intended to include “policy, strategy, service, function, 
procedure or project.”    
 
When is an EqIA required?   
 
While each proposal must be considered individually, it is anticipated that an EqIA will 
always be required when:  

• introducing a new policy/strategy/service/function    

• reviewing a current policy/strategy/service/function 

• reducing / discontinuing an existing service  

• considering budget proposals resulting in any of the above 
Reports on technical or procedural matters or which confirm progress on previously 
considered proposals, may be less likely to require an EqIA but this can only be determined 
by using this form.  
 
SUMMARY DETAILS 
 
1.  Title of Proposal:                        Service                                        PBB Ref (if applicable)    
 

City Development 
Framework 
 

Children, Communities and 
Enterprise 

N/A 

 
2.  Service, and Lead Officer (Head of Service/ Service Manager) undertaking assessment  
 

Service  Lead Officer 

Children, Communities and Enterprise Stuart Oliver 

 
3.  What is the nature of the proposal? (Tick/complete all that apply) 
 

Review of an existing policy/strategy x Review of an existing service/function  

Reduction in an existing service / function  Removal of an existing service  

Introduction of a new policy/ strategy    Introduction of new service/function  

Other e.g. technical, progress, procedural 
report 

  

PBB category e.g. transformational change    

 
 



4. For proposals with implications for budgets complete the following: 
 

Current expenditure on activity  

 (£ 000s) 

In Council area as a whole  331 

In/for specific community/ies   

Total anticipated savings or 
proposed increased spend  

In/for Council area as a whole Tbc  

In/ for  specific community/ies   

Delivery Timescale and Phasing  

Start date for savings/increased spend  Tbc through 
negotiation 

End Date for savings/increased spend  As above 

Savings/increased spend Year 1  

Savings/increased spend Year 2  

Savings/increased spend Year 3  

Savings/increased spend Year 4  

Savings/increased spend Year 5  

AIMS & OBJECTIVES  

 
Answering questions 5 - 7 will help you decide whether or not your proposal needs to be 
accompanied by an EqIA.  
 
5.  What longer term outcomes is the proposal expected to achieve?  

 
Inclusive economic growth to help realise the potential of both place and people 
Increased employment and employability 
Increased health and wellbeing 
Increased community and civic pride 

 
6.  What are the main aims of this proposal? If this proposal revises an existing policy have its 

aims changed?  
  

Attracting transformative investment to Stirling to deliver socially just economic growth via 
sector diversification and investment in learning and skills, recognising that encouraging 
growth and reducing poverty is a single agenda. This in turn will support better health and 
well-being across the area, whilst encouraging community capacity and social innovation. 

 
7. Who is most likely to be affected by this proposal? Consider current and potential future 

service users including people with particular needs, specific geographical communities and 
current and prospective employees.  

 
All residents of Stirling, businesses and visitors to the area will be positively affected. 
Residents in the Mercat Cross and City Centre area will be particularly affected, and a 
positive impact on disadvantage communities and rural communities will be prioritised. 
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POTENTIAL IMPACT 

Answering Questions 8 -12 will help you consider the potential impact of the proposal.  

   
8.  What potential impact will this proposal have on people in terms of the needs of the public 

sector equality duty and the Council’s responsibilities to:- 

• eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation  

• advance equality of opportunity 

• foster good relations - including the need to tackle prejudice and promote 

understanding 

• See guidance for additional information.  

 
This proposal will particularly advance equality of opportunity, especially in respect of access 
to jobs, training and learning. 
 
It will impact positively on the remaining duties. 

 
9.  Will this proposal have a potential impact on people with “protected characteristics”*?  

Please consider all protected groups listed below. A detailed explanation of these is 
provided in the guidance.  

 
Group Impact 

Yes/No/Unclear 
Group Impact 

Yes/No/Unclear 
Group  Impact 

Yes/No/Unclear 
Age  Yes Disability No Gender 

Reassignment 
No 

Marriage 
and Civil 
Partnership  

No Pregnancy 
and Maternity 

No Race No 

Religion 
and Belief 

No Sex No Sexual 
Orientation 

No 

 
10. Will this proposal have an impact on communities, household groups or individuals with a 

higher risk of experiencing poverty? Please answer Yes/No/Unclear.  Information on 
communities, households and individuals with a higher risk of experiencing poverty is 
provided in the guidance.  

 
Yes, this proposal will specifically prioritise benefits to disadvantaged communities, especially 
access to jobs and training, and social innovation opportunities. Other positive impacts will 
include an increase in well-being and health equality. 

 
11. Do you already have any evidence that has influenced or shaped this proposal in relation 

to people in protected characteristic groups or communities, groups or individuals 
vulnerable to poverty? If so please summarise what this evidence includes. 

 
Communities within the Mercat Cross and City Centre area have been involved in the shaping 
of this proposal. Communities have welcomed the potential to regenerate the area and 
increase access to jobs, improve the environment and increase cultural and community 
cohesion. Communities have also welcomed the opportunity for increased community 
influence and control. 
Other communities across the Council area have been engaged in project development, and 
have in general welcomed the ambition. 
External evidence also states that work to develop cities can impact positively on people 
experiencing poverty, particularly via increased access to fair work. 
Community benefits and social value generated through procurement and delivery of projects 
offers a very specific opportunity to positively benefit characteristic groups and communities 
vulnerable to poverty, through targeted investment. 
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DECISION  
 
12. Based on your responses and any evidence you already have, is an EqIA required for this     
      proposal?  In making your decision please note:  
 

• if answering Yes to any part of either questions 9 or 10 an EqIA is required  
 

• if answering Unclear to any part of questions 9 or 10 you are strongly advised to 
do an EqIA to allow you to comprehensively assess the impact of the proposal  
 

• if answering No to any part of questions 9 or 10 please justify your response and 

why you consider an EqIA is not required for this proposal in the box below 

Yes, an EQIA has been carried out on the City Development Framework. 
 
13. Who was involved in making this decision? 

 
The CDF Programme Team 

 
 

Authorisation by Lead Officer (Head of Service / Service Manager) 
 
This decision has been approved 
by  

Name:   Stacey Burlet 
 
Title:     Director of Children, Communities and  
   Enterprise 
 
Date:    27 September 2016 
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Appendix 3 

 
 

 

Stirling’s City Deal – Marketing and Communications Update 
 
 
Communications 

 
A wide variety of platforms and initiatives are being used to publicise and build support for the 
City Deal bid: 
 
The Stirling Pledge: The Stirling Pledge was launched on August 3rd, 2016, to encourage 
people to back the City Deal bid. To date (September 28th) 1,300 signatures have been 
collected both online and in print. 
 
The Stirling Pledge Campaign includes: 
 

• Web and Social Media: The Stirling Council and Invest in Stirling websites have been 
used to promote the Pledge, as well as the Stirling Council Instagram, Twitter and 
Facebook, and the Invest in Stirling Twitter and LinkedIn.  

 

• A partnership with Central FM with 120 pledge commercials 
 

• A schools initiative with Young Pledge Ambassadors 
 

• Pledge pop-up signing sessions at key events, including Bloody Scotland, Doors Open 
Day, the Shindig, a special showing of the BBC’s ‘Orchestra Challenge’ featuring semi-
finalists the Stirling Orchestra at the Tolbooth, and the International Students’ Welcome 
at the University of Stirling.  

 

• Print versions of the Pledge and posters to support have been sent to our central 
library and Contact Centre, and posters have been issued to all Council buildings. Hard 
copies along with potential releases/photo ops/social media posts are also available to 
City Commissioners for their own PR, and local businesses have been contacted to 
support.  

 

• Planned City Deal/Pledge branding on 100 NextBikes to be launched on October 28th. 
 

• “Stirling” magazine, published at the end of September, features two pieces on the City 
Deal, including promotion of the Pledge. The circulation is 42,000 and has been 
delivered to every household in the Stirling area.  
 

 
Media: Regular press releases have been issued with online and print coverage. A special 
feature on the City Deal will appear in the City AM paper in early October. 
 
Video: A series of 90-second videos are being created on various aspects of the City Deal bid. 
 
Web: A dedicated City Deal web page is under construction and will go live in October   
 

 

 

 


